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In this paper we present LEXIK. a /ool which allows lo mainlain and gather data on wide coverage 
grammars based on the Xf'AG format. We present the tool, show how it is used within the FTAG 
project (Abei/le & al. 2000a). and compare it lo similar work done on the Xtag grammar for English 
(Sarkar & Wintner 99). 

 Jntroduction 
Over the past ten years, FT AG, a wide coverage LT AG has been developed at Talana, 

building up on the work of (Abeille, 91 ). Thanks to the MetaGrammar developed by (Candito 
"96,99), which allows to generate semi-automatically an LTAG, the number of trees has 
augmented drastically: from 650 trees for the manually written grammar, we have now reached 
5000 elementary trees (cf Abeille & al 99,00). Although this has improved the coverage of 
the grammar, new maintenance issues have appeared : 
To remedy this problem, we have developed a tool which we call Lexik. The goal is twofold: 

Insuring consistency in the grammar 
~ Easily extracting information on a !arge scale 

In the first part of this paper, we review the main characteristic of FT AG and present the 
oblems encountered for maintaining and updating the Grarnmar. In a second part, we present 

'öur tool, as weil as its utility. Especially, we compare it to the work presented in (Sarkar & 
Wintner 99). Finally, we show how this tool is used in other projects. 

1. Main characteristics of FT AG 
We assume some familiarity with the LTAG formalism. We recall that elementary units of 

an LTAG are lexicalized constituent trees, which encode all the surface constructions available 
for a given 'language. Within FT AG, elementary trees respect the following linguistic well
formedness principles: (Kroch and Joshi 1985, Abeille 1991, Frank 1992) : 

Strict Lexicalization : all elementary trees are anchored by at least one lexical element, the 
empty string cannot anchor a tree by itself, 

• Surfacism: .an elementary tree encodes all word order variations, all basic syntactic 
phenomena (passive, extraction.„) and crossing ofphenomena. 
Semantic Consistency : no elementary tree is semantically void (this ensures the 
compositionality ofthe syntactic analysis), 
Semantic Minimality : elementary trees correspond to no more than one semantic unit 
Predicate Argument Cooccurrence Principle : the elementary tree is the minimal syntactic 
structure that includes a leafnode for each realized semantic argument ofthe anchor(s). 
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Semantic minimality and consistency imply that function words appear as co-anchors (cf. 
Figure 1, the relevant syntactic and semantic units are donner-a (give to) and penser-que 
(think that)). 
The elementary trees are combined by substitution or adjunction, and the features of nodes in 
contact must unify. They thus directly represent all the syntactic rules ofthe language. 
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Strict lexicalization at execution time does not prevent from intemally compacting the 
comrnon parts of the elementary trees. This compacting is required for any reasonably sized 
grammar, since for instance a verbal form may anchor dozens or hundreds of elementary trees. 
In practice, lexicalized elementary trees are compiled out ofthree sources ofinformation: 

• a set of tree sketches ("pre-lexicalized" structures, whose lexical anchor(s) is not 
instantiated) 

• a syntactic lexicon, where each lemma is associated with the relevant tree sketches 
• a morphological lexicon, where inflected forms point to a lemma associated to 
morphological features 

Lexical selection of tree sketches is controlled by features from the syntactic and 
morphological Iexicons, and uses the notion of tree families, grouping sets of tree sketches that 
share the same (initial) subcategorization frame. The tree sketches of a family show all possible 
surface realizations of arguments (pronominal clitic realization, extraction, inversion ... ) as well 
as all possible transitivity altemations (impersonal, passive, middle .. ). 

A lemma selects one or several families ( corresponding to one or several initial subcat 
frames) and with the help of features selects exactly the relevant tree sketches. 

Figure 3 shows the canonical elementary tree anchored by par/ait (talked)l and Figure 2 the 
three sources of information associated with its internal representation. 
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1 Infonnation coming from the lexicon appears in bold characters. 



The inflected form parlait points to the lernma PARLER, and the lexeme IPARLERI selects in 
turn the nOVanl family, where the preposition appears as a co-anchor (except when argument 
1 is cliticized). 

Currently, our morphological lexicon comprises 50000 inflected for ms, our syntactic 
texicon has more than 6000 entries, and the bulk of the grammar consist in 5280 tree sketches. 
Concretely, each family is a file were a set oftrees is stored. 

Maintaining and updating such a !arge database is difficult : for example, one can generate a 
[arge grammar using Candito's tool, but integrate it with manually written tree sketches for 
idioms (since trees for idioms are not automatically generated). Then one needs to make sure 
that the features used in those 2 parts of the grammar are identical. Also, while the automatic 
generation of the grammar insures consistency (i.e. all features are generated automatically 
from a band written hierarchy), errors may still propagate in the grammar, but on a !arger scale 
: if a feature has a typo in the hand written hierarchy (ex : aggreement instead of agreement), 
then this error will be propagated in hundreds of trees when the grammar is generated (with 
dramatic effects if it remains undetected). Also, consistency between the granunar and the 
Iexicons is an important issue : for example one would like to detect lexical items which refer 
to trees that do not exist in the gramrnar ( either because of an error or of an update). 

Also, we just said that that a verb can anchor several dozens of trees, but we would like to 
have a more precise measure ofthis, and be able to answer questions such as: how many trees 
does verb X anchor? How many trees on average are anchored for French verbs ? 
This is were Lexik comes in. 

2. Lexik : presentation of the tool 

Lexik allows to lexicalize tree sketches, that is it takes the morphological lexicon, the syntactic 
lexicon and the tree sketches as input (e.g. figure 2) and outputs on the one hand fully 
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lexicalized trees (figure 3) anchored by each inflected form2, and on the other band, if 
necessary, an error file. A sample output file can be seen on figure 4, a sample error file can be 
seen on figure S. 

LEivlME: abaisser 
ENTRY: abaiss'e 
TREES: nOVn las2-sa2 n0Vnlas2 Rln0Vnlas2-
sa2 Rln0Vnlas2 Cln0Vnlas2-sa2 Cln0Vnlas2 
n0Vnlas2-dl-sa2 n0Vnlas2-dl Wln0Vnlas2-
sa2 Wln0Vnlas2 n0Vnlas2-inf-sa2 nOVnlas2-
infRlnOVnlas2-inf-sa2 Rln0Vnlas2-iru 
Cln0Vnlas2-inf-sa2 Cln0Vnlas2·inf n0Vnlas2-
inf-dl-sa2 n0Vnlas2-inf-cll Wln0Vnlas2-inf
sa2 Wln0Vnlas2-inf nOVn las2-coord-sa2 
n0Vnlas2-coord n0Vnlas2-coord-d l-sa2 
p0Vnlas2-coord-cll n0Vnlas2-im-sa2 

. n0Vnlas2-im n0Vnlas2-clinv-sa2 n0Vnlas2-
clinv n0Vnlas2-clinv-cl l-sa2 n0Vnlas2-clinv-cl 1 
Wln0Vnlas2-clinv-sa2 Wln0Vnlas2-clinv 
n0Vnlas2-cl0-sa2 n0Vnlas2-cl0 Rln0Vnlas2-
cl0-sa2 Rln0Vnlas2-cl0 Cln0Vnlas2-cl0-sa2 

Opening syntax Files„. 
Opening verbes.txt ... Done 
Opening tree Files.„ 
Opening lex.new„. Done 
Opening modif.new„. Done 
Opening Family n0Vnlas2„. Done 
#V _DAT- not found (frorn syntax file) 
reduire n'a pas d'entree. dans le dictionnaire rnorpho 
Opening Family nOVanl-a.„ Done 
#V_DATH- not found (frorn syntax file) 
Family VAdpn not founcl„ Skipping all entries 
Family V Ad not found. .. Skipping all entries 
#V_ REFL + not found (from syntax file) 
Opening Family clOV-a„. Done 
#V _SING not found (from syntax file) 
Opening Family aOAd.„ Done 
desespere n'a pas d'entree dans Je dictionnaire 
morpho 
ferme-p n'a pas d'entree dans le dictionnaire morpho _J Opening Family nOV_locl_sbut2_ -e„. Done 

2 This is done at runtime by the Xtag parser, but in an opaque manner, wll.ich prevents error detection and repair 
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2. J. Consistency issues 
The error file outputed by Lexik allows to detect 4 types of errors : 

1. Inconsistencies between the morphological and syntactic lexicons (i.e. lemma with no 
corresponding inflected forms and vice-versa) 

2. Organization problems in the gramrnar (e.g. missing trees or families) 
3. Feature problems (e.g. unknown features) 

A simple script allows to extract the most comrnon ( and hence damaging) errors, which can 
then be repaired (cf figure S) · 

This work on consistency can be compared with that of (Sarkar and Wintner 99), who 
validate the consistency of feature structures by imposing type discipline. Contrary to us, their 
approach focuses on features to detect the 4 following kinds of problems : 

1- ambiguous features ( e.g. gen : genitive or gender ?) 
2- typos : relpro instead of rel-pro 
3- Undocumented features (i.e. used in previous versions ofthe grammar) 
4- type errors : e.g. assign-case is relevant only for verbs, not for nouns 

Their tool runs on a wide-coverage LT AG for English (cf Xtag group 95), while ours runs 
on FTAG for French (cf Abeille & al 99). Since the 2 grammars resort to similar formats, it 
would be interesting to couple the 2 approaches. 

2.2. Gathering information 

In addition of detecting errors in the grammar, Lexik allows to gather information that was 
unavailable previously. 

•1 l•mlli. 
a.cfamiffes 
•7 f mtft a 

•2 f11miles 
D5 f11mllle$ 
151 B famllles 

'13f•miln 
116fam~s 
Dg famiUes 

Up to now, we could only gather data at the level of families. This allowed to know for 
nstance that the two tree families nOVnl (transitive) and · n0Vnl-a-n2 (ditransitive) are 
anchored by two thirds oflemmas (cfNBarrier 99). To have a clearer idea, we extracted 1060 
inflected forms of verbs from the l million word corpus LeMonde (cf Abeille & Clement 99) 
and found that verbs anchor on average 2.8 families I verb (Figure 6), whereas other parts of 
speech (i.e. nouns, adverbs, adjectives) only anchor between 1 & 2 trees. Only 7 of these 
verbs anchor 8 families or more3 (cf SBarrier 99) and only 2 out ofthese 7 verbs are among 
the most 100 frequent ones (etre (be) most often used as an auxiliary, and parler (talk)). 
Intuitively, one could expect that verbs anchoring the more families will also be anchoring the 

3 These verbs are : amuser (amuse), etre (be), parler(talk), rependre(spill), revenir (come back), heurter (bump into), 
dresser (put up) 



more trees, and conversely that verbs anchoring the more trees will be verbs anchoring the 
more families, despite the fact that some verbs anchor only some of the trees contained in a 

family4. 
But by going down to the level of trees, Lexik allows to show that this is not the case : it 

turns out that the inflected form anchoring the more trees (1164) is "envoyes" (past participle 
for the verb "envoyer"/send) whereas it selects only 3 families. More generally, we have 
reached the conclusion that the number of families anchored by a given lexical item does not 
indicate how many trees this item will anchor. Figure 7 illustrates this phenomenon for a few 
common verbs. We also found that the morphological properties of the item (e.g. past
participles ... ) are actually important to predict how many trees an item can anchor. 

Lemme Nombre de familles Forme ßechie Nombrc de 
associecs retenue schemas d'arbres 

associes 
Amuser 9 Amuses 112 
Pari er 9 Pari es 333 
Reoondre 8 Reoondus 595 
Revenir 8 Revenus 210 
Rendre 7 Rendus 452 
Parier 6 Pari er 93 
Louer 5 Loues 931 
Enrnver 3 Envoves llM 
Visiter l Yisites 78 

On average, each of the 1060 inflected verbs from LeMonde anchors 139 .17 tree schemata 
(ranging from 1 to 1164). Figure 8 shows the inflected forms which anchor the most trees. lt is 
noticable that all the examples on Figure 8 are past-participles: for exemple for "envoyer" the 
past-participle anchors 1164 trees, but other inflected forms of this verb ( e.g. "envoyons" : 
Present 1 st person plural) anchors only 596 trees. Similarly, if we examine the 2nd most 
ambigous form (rachete(es) I rebuy), it anchors 966 trees. But "rachetez", which is the 2nd 
person plural for the same verb in the present, anchors only 498 trees. 

200 

•"""l'i(•)(•) radlete(e)(s) louö{e)(•) rapj>Oltile, 
r1pportes, 

rapportjes 

retenu(e)(s) rappe!M, 
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4 E.g. couter (cost) is a transitive verb which does not passivize, hence it will select all elem~taJy trees in the transitive 
family, excluding trees for passive. 
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We also ran Lexikon partial data : we used the same 1060 inflected verbs but kept in the
grammar only one tree family nOvnl for transitive verbs. This family consists in 78 trees. We
than ranked the 1060 forms by the number of trees they anchor. lt turned out that classes of
items bearing morphological similarities appeared : past-participles were at the top of the list 
(anchoring all 78 trees), followed by infinitivals (anchoring approximately 46 of these trees) 
and by past participles (anchoring roughly 12 ofthese trees). 

Conclusion 
We have presented Lexik : a tool which allows to detect inconsistencies in a wide coverage

LT AG for French, and which allows to extract information on a !arge scale. 
lt is a first step towards online disambiguation, similarly to what was done for English in 

(Srinivas & al 94), by allowing to refine a first-pass strategy during parsing (cf Kinyon 99a), 
and by coupling it with a parse-ranker for TAGs (cfKinyon 99b,c) 

Also, Lexik is being extended to serve as a front end to a function annotation tool, in order
to create a !arge treebank for French (cf. Abeille & al OOb). 

It is also used as the front end of a rule-based supertagger for French, and to collect data in 
order to build a psycholinguistically relevant processing model for TAGs (cfKinyon 99d,OO) 
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